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  MABUHAY 

“The Love of God is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost, which is given unto us” 

August 10, 2016 

Greetings from the Philippines. Lots of things have been going on in Tabao and around Negros Island. This is a 
sample of what is happening with your ministry in the Philippines. 
 
The poverty level in the Philippines is listed at around 25%. That is not lower class, but poverty class. The 
unemployment rate is “officially” listed as 6.1% - but from our experience that number is too low. You cannot even 
get hired at a fast food restaurant if you do not have a college degree. Education is a must for anyone who wants to 
break the cycle of poverty. We began our kinder school 10 years ago, but we have been supporting elementary, 
high school and college students from the beginning of our ministry. Some have gone overseas to work and 
support their families. One is a marketing director for a super mall. One is now a police officer. Two are teachers. 
This month we will showcase some of our upcoming batch. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

        
 

Christian and Dominic:  These brothers were 
behind in their education because of an unstable 
home life and frequent moves, So, we are 
providing a stable environment. Christian was 
able to complete Alternate Learning School, and 
is now attending high school. He is trustworthy 
and protective to his family.  His goal is to 
become a chef. Dominic is very bright, but 
before coming here had no expectations or 
examples of correct conduct. We have several 
role models for him to learn from. He has been 
given certain responsibilities, his character is 
developing and he is becoming dependable.  
 

Tim is one of our original kids. He grew up here at 
the mission base, completing elementary and high 
school (although not without some challenges). He 
overcame them and is now in his 4th  year at 
college, majoring in Criminology. He has learned 
the guitar, and is our lead guitar player and male 
vocalist. He self taught himself the keyboard. He 
does almost everything, both at church and at the 
mission base. From the sound system to cooking, 
to cleaning, to fishing, Tim will be succesful 
because of the foundation he built here. 
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Our joy is to continue Jesus’s commission (Luke 4:18-19),and expand the Kingdom of God by any and all means 
possible. We have plans and projects underway to do just that. Stay tuned, and watch your ministry in the 
Philippines achieve new heights. 
 
**We have intercessory prayer each morning at 4:30. If you have a prayer need, send us an email at cdavis98512@yahoo.com. 

 
 

 
 
God’s abundant blessings  
to you all 

Elsie & Chuck Davis 
 

If you want to partner with us, you can send a check to  
New Life In Jesus Ministries,  

P.O. Box 14011,            
Tumwater, WA  98511-4011 

 
You can also make a donation using your 

Credit card or Paypal account at 
http://newlifeinjesusministries.webs.com/contactusdonate.
htm 
 

We can’t say enough about Raymond. His family did 
not have resources to adequately care for him. As a 
young teenager he was the constant companion and 
caregiver for Elsie’s father during the last couple of 
years of his life. And he also became the caregiver 
for Elsie’s brother during the last few months before 
he died.  After that we put Raymond through the 
Alternative Learning School. He is now catching up 
and attending high school. His goal is to become a 
doctor. 
 

Elder will be our next young man 
to complete Alternate Learning 
School and move on to high 
school. He has been with the 
ministry several years now. Elder 
is currently the primary drummer 
on our worship team. He has 
proven to be well liked, loyal, and 
quick to learn. His goal is to 
become a police officer. 
 

In their wildest dreams these young men could 
not have envisioned learning skills like drag 
netting a fishpond, being a goat herder, or 
helping deliver baby goats. By helping them 
build a solid foundation of different life skills, 
coupled with a proper spiritual life, we are 
confident   they will help break the cycle of 
poverty, and  reach heights that the following 
group of young people will want to surpass.  


